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     Both sides are represented. 

     Today the date is fixed for order on petition 

vide no. 48/2018 filed by the petitioners under 

Order 39 Rule 1 and 2 read with section 151 of 

CPC whereby the petitioners have stated that 

Ramani Kanta Roy and Upendra Nath Roy are the 

brothers who owned land measuring 11B-3K-6L 

shown in Schedule A of the plaint. During their life 

time the said brothers have amicably partitioned 

the said land in two equal halves. Petitioner no. 1 

and 2 are the sons of Late Ramani Kanta Roy while 

Opposite Parties are the legal heirs of deceased 

Upendra Nath Roy’s son namely Late Bhumidhar 

Roy. Petitioner aver that after the death of Ramani 

Kanta Roy and Upendra Nath Roy, their legal heirs 

are entitled to equal share from the half portion of 

the Schedule A land. But the opposite parties gave 

only three bighas of land to the petitioners and 

they kept remaining land of Schedule A land. The 

petitioners have approached the opposite parties 

requesting them to give the share of land which 

petitioners are entitled to, but the request of the 

petitioners was denied by the opposite parties. It 

is alleged by the petitioners that in order to 

deprive the petitioners from their share of land, 

opposite parties are planning to sell out a portion 

of Schedule A land. Hence petitioner has moved 

this petition praying for an injunction to restrain 

the opposite parties from selling any portion of 

Schedule A land until the suit is finally disposed of. 

     The Opposite parties in their written objection 

have stated that Ramani Kanta Roy and 

Bhumidhar Roy owned land measuring 12B-4K-

11L. During their life time they mutually 

partitioned the said land. Ramani Kanta Roy and 

the petitioners have sold a vast portion of their 
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land to different persons. Therefore the 

petitioners do not have any right, title and interest 

over any portion over the Schedule A land. Hence, 

they have prayed for rejection of the petition. 

     On perusal of the copy of Jamabandi, it 

transpires that land covered by patta no. 50 

stands in the name of Rama Nath Roy (one of the 

son of Ramani Kant Roy), Upendra Nath Ray 

(predecessor-in-interest of opposite parties) and 

12 others. The jamabandi does not contain the 

names of Ramani Kant Roy).  

     It has been alleged by the petitioners that 

opposite parties have given them only 3 bighas of 

land by depriving them from the actual share of 

land which they are entitled to. The opposite 

parties have alleged that petitioners and their 

predecessor-in-interest have sold out a vast 

portion of their land and petitioners are not left 

with any more share to be entitled to. However 

the opposite parties have not produced any 

document to substantiate the said facts. Hon’ble 

Supreme Court in Dalpat Kumar v. Prahlad Singh, 

(1992) 1 SCC 719 has held that: “Only prima facie 

case is a substantial question raised, bona fide, 

which needs investigation and a decision on 

merits.”  The averments made by the petitioners 

and its denial by the opposite parties on the other 

hand raise a substantial question share of land 

which the parties are entitled to. Thus, the dispute 

between the parties needs a proper adjudication 

on the basis of evidence led by parties during trial. 

Therefore, I am of the opinion that prima facie 

case rests in favour of the petitioners. 

     It appears from a careful perusal of the 

petition that petitioners are under threat of being 

deprived of their share of land. While the Opposite 

Parties maintain that petitioners are left with no 

more share in Schedule A land. In the even when 

injunction is refused and opposite parties sell out 
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any portion of the schedule land during the 

pendency of the suit, the petitioners will be 

deprived of their share and the same may lead to 

multifarious suit. On the other hand if injunction is 

allowed no prejudice will be caused to the 

opposite parties as their possession will not be 

affected. Thus, the comparative harm to the 

petitioners will be far greater if injunction is 

refused than that of the harm to the opposite 

parties if injunction is allowed. Hence, I am of the 

opinion that balance of convenience rest in favour 

of the petitioners.  

     Further I also opine that if injunction is 

refused, the petitioners will be deprived of their 

share of land, if any. Consequently the petitioners 

will suffer irreparable loss. 

     It appears from the above discussion that all 

the three golden principles for granting of 

injunction has been fulfilled. Moreover it is very 

important that the suit property must be 

preserved till the suit is heard and finally decided. 

Therefore, on the basis of the above discussion, 

the prayer for injunction is allowed.  

     Accordingly, the petition is allowed. 

     The opposite parties, their men, agents or 

attorney are restrained from selling out any 

portion of Schedule A land during the pendency of 

the main suit. 

The Misc.(J) Case is disposed of on contest. 

 

               

 


